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PROPOSED MERGER OF SASS AND HELVETIA, NEW JERSEY SOCIETIES

A couple of years ago, when SASS was just getting on its feet, a proposal to merge with the

Helvetia Society, New Jersey failed . A couple of reasons why it failed were : Helvetia was

predominantly a New Jersey group, and SASS wanted to see whether they could become a viable
organization by themselves . Both societies were headed toward the same goal, essentially
the dissemination of information about Swiss stamps, and to make contacts with people who

had a common interest in this area of philately . However, each group was traveling on a

different road.

In the past two years Helvetia has moved away from being a "local" New Jersey society and has
become national in scope : 153 members in 26 states (25 from New Jersey) and three forei gn

countries . SASS has 134 members in 28 states and 6 foreign countries . SASS has shown that

it could, and has, become a viable society on its own . It appears that we both are still

striving for the same goals as before, but we are now traveling, if not exactly in step,
down the same road toward achieving those goals.

A single merged society would retain the advantages of each parent society, cut expenses

and duplication of effort on the monthly bulletins, the quality of the bulletins would
definitely be enhanced with respect to both printing and content, to name just a few advan-

tages . SASS has sales circuits, Helvetia has monthly auctions, a merged society would be
able to provide both features to its members.

Your SASS officers have been considering this merger proposal for a couple of months now and

believe that a single merged society would be in the best interests of our members . SASS and

Helvetia, New Jersey will, of course, continue as separate societies for the remainder of

1974 . The formal merger, if approved by members of both societies, would not take place until

January, 1975 . Prior to that date both societies would vote on "to merge or not to .merge".

There would be sufficient time then to nominate a slate of candidates for officers who would

be voted on by members of both societies, and those elected would serve the merged society
for 1975.

If you have any ideas, comments or questions, pro or con, about the proposed merger, please

let me hear from you . Address all correspondence to Robert T . Clarke, Secretary, SASS,

1338 Naples Drive, Dallas, Texas 75232.

A SASS welcome to the following new members :
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SASS	 Sales Circuit	 Report 	 for April, 1974
late	 $1750

As of mid-April, 1974, sales have passed the $1600 mark, and there is g:
reason to believe that we may end the year with sales in excess of $2000 or
more . Currently thirteen circuits are "out", and seven have been retired, with
pay-outs to the owners of the submitted materials. There are now close tofifty

members served by the circuits (suitable materials permitting), and members
of SASS joining now may not receive much before the circuit season closes on Ju ly

25 . By that date, all circuits MUST be returned to the manager, regardless a to
how many additional names may appear on a circuit.

Members desirous of receiving soldiers issues material and/or postal sta-
tionery will be disappointed to know that their res pective sources have dried up
completely for the moment . Only one circuit of each could be made this season.
Unless materials are submitted, there is nothing the sales manager can do to
overcome this unhappy situation 	 short of selling his own collections:

Members having requested temporary "inactive" status are remindedthat THEY
will have to request reinstatement into circuit activities . And members insist-
in; on NOT following instructions will find themselves deactivated without their
requesting to be left off : : They complicate life for the cooperating 95i.

Coordinator : Felix Sara, Apt. 3303, 1130 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago (IL) 60605 .
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POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONSIN
SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN, Pt.XXXI

By Felix Ganz

METER MARKINGS, FRANKING MACHINES, &
OFFICIALLY IMPRINTED VALUE TABLETS.

Most of the time, ofcourse, "normal" imprints
are produced, according to existing postal rates.
But once in a while a clerk pushes a wrong digit,
and then has to correct the wrong rate by punch-
ing a second and/or third label or imprint so as
to get the total postage right . The example under
Fig .13 is such a makeshift solutions instead of
SFr.1 .05 the clerk printed, by mistake ,o52 and
then had another 52 made, plus a 0001 .Thus three
meter labels decorate that particular letter that
already had a 20 cts . stamp affixed . -- By the way, it is not permitted, but oc-
casionally occurs nevertheless that postage stamps are added to a meter franking
AND THEN CANCELED BY THE METER AND METER CROWN IMPRINT . But postage stamps can be
added to a meter imprint (or vice-versa) if the stamps are canceled by a (black
ink) town or machine cancellation.

Illustrations 14 through 20 show more recent meter imprints -- hopefully in

proper order of actual issue.

The meter imprint type to follow the oval, first one seems to have been one
of size 37 or 38 mm by 22 mm . It came into use in the early 1930s and can be found
alone, or in combination with advertising and/or a red meter postmark . (Fig .14-16

The value imprint can have three,
four, or five digits . In this
small type the two letters P are
of small size . At the top are two
posthorns, with a Swiss cross in
between . The four corners also
each end in a Swiss cross . Below
the country name, HELVETIA or LIE-
CHTENSTEIN (only one machine with
this type meter is known from the
latter country), is listed the ma-

chine ' s consecutive number . At times below that is given the firm ' s name, etc.(Fig.8)

If a circular meter date strike is used by a firm, one may see that the
earliest ones feature, in the lower semicircle, a Roman numeral (Fig.14, 5, or 15) or

bars (similar to Fig .2) . Later date strikes (all by the way manufactured by the
PTT itself in order to keep close check on their use) show the machine number in
the lower semicircle (see Fig.8, 9, 10, 16) ; still more recent ones the letter " M "
(for "meter") and most frequently a "zip" code number preceding the town name .
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The latest type meter machines have a "floating date inside a complete double
circle, with a small cross at the bottom . Month abbreviations may be seen in Rom-
an or Arabic numerals.

Types 3 of the meters in use in Switzerland and Liechtenstein are almost id-
entical to the second type, except that the size is larger (37 or 38 mm by 27 mm).
As a result the two "flanking " letters P are larger, too . In the meters of this
type that are in use in Liechtenstein the Swiss cross at top (between the post-
horns) is left off, Below the meter imprint the machine number is featured, some-
times in conjunction with the firm ' s name, or its postal cheque number . Again,
three, four, or five digits show between the two letters P . Advertising may ap-
pear, with or without the date strike, and to the left or to the right of it.

And the newest type cf machine pro-
ducing meter imprints consists of a
framed square with - . e Swiss crosses at
the top and two posthorns at the bottom,
with a background of bars . Two hollow
lett ers P appear to the left andthe right
of the value imprint which so far has bee
reported in three subtypes : two
digits, period, and two more digits, such as 00.00,
and with the machine ' s number interrupt-
ing the imprint's lower line ; and : four, or three,
uninterrupted digits, with the machine number inside the value tablet's rectangle.
Three sizes are known so far for the value tablet : 33x23½, 32x25, and 32x28 mm.

Some of these newest meter imprints come with
advertising to the left of the date strike ; but
many of these new machines do not seem to feature
any advertising at all except perhaps the firm ' s
name to the left of the value tablet (cf . illust-
ration to the left of the heading of this artic-
le, where "CIBA" appears) . Most often only the
firm's registration(?) number appears in that spot,
in a variety of sizes . This last type of meter
imprint has been in use only since about 1968 .
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Additional information relating to Swiss and Liechtenstein meters will be
very much appreciated ; especially if meters are found where the value imprint has
less than three or more than five digits ; or where some fact so far unreported may
be observed . It should be stated that there exist a very few meter im prints where
four different indicia are showing : advertising, date strike, advertising, value tab-
let . For example the firm of Wander & Co . in Bern used such a set-up.

Diverse offices of the United Nations . in Geneva have used meters over the lase
two decades . These do not differ from Swiss meters in any way until now.

One final observation must be made : There exist OTHER, officiallyimprinted, red
value tablets, some very similar to meter imprints that are NOT meter imprints at
all . They are shown below (Fig.21-24), four of these . All of them are the succes-
sors to printed-to-private-order postal stationery and date from 1930 onwards, at

which time the imprinting of actual postage stamps on private stationery was
discontinued. Customers still may order, in q uantities of at least 500 copies, pre-
franked stationery ; but since 1930 the value is im printed by a meter-like machine
at the headquarters of the Swiss PTT in Bern . The latest type (Fig .24) differs from
the meter imprints only by sporting a "PTT " at the bottom, and NO machine number .
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THE STRUBELI CONTROVERSY

by Fred R. Lesser

In 1850, Switzerland was faced with the necessity of unifying her two currencies, the
French Franc/Centimes and the 'Teutonic' Franken/Rappen . The unification took effect
in 1852, and the French monetary system was adopted at the approximate conversion
rate of 1 .5 to the old Franken ; 10 Rappen were worth 15 Centimes, or one Franken be-
came worth Frcs .Sw . 1 .50.

The Federal Post Office, in turn, made plans to introduce new stamps based on the

new money and issued instructions for all previously issued postage stamps to be
recalled by the end of December 1851 . But as new stamps could not be produced at
such short notice, the old 5 and 10 Rappen 'Rayon' stamps had to be re-issued

followed by 15 Cts. 'Rayon III' and 15 Rappen 'Rayon III' values to meet the longer
distance delivery postal rates . Four months after these new 'Rayon III ' stamps

appeared, the 15 Cts . ' Rayon III ' was re-issued with larger figures.

In the midst of these new preparations, a transportation revolution took place — the
coming of the railway . The railway affected all previous postage rate policies.

The distances for delivery of mail pieces became greater, and weight restrictions
could be lifted . Furthermore, Switzerland entered into postal agreements with
neighboring countries, and this made it necessary to plan for higher (stamp) face

values . In those days, 40 Centimes or a Franc represented a relatively sizable
amount of money . This created the problem of preventing counterfeit stamps.

A considerable amount of rethinking took place . 1852 went by, and by late 1853, the
Federal Post Office arrived at certain decisions as to what kind of stamp it wanted,

on what type of paper, and at which values the stamps should appear.

England had her Queen Victoria and the 'Britannia', France her 'Ceres' and Louis
Napoleon, other countries had their emperors or kings . Switzerland had to find an

allegorical emblem of her own, and probably with England's 'Britannia' in mind, or
allegories that appeared on bank notes, the ' Sitting Helvetia' became the final
choice . A man called Voigt was entrusted with the design of the new stamp which,

ultimately, became the ' STRUBELI ' .

The word 'Strubeli' is a Swiss-German derivative of the German word 'Strubel',
denoting a tousled mass of hair . There is a childrens' story book called 'The

Strubel Peter' ('Shock-headed Peter') . The laurel leaf crown worn by the 'Sitting

Helvetia' gave the resemblance of a rather tussled-looking hairdo.

In the attempt to make the new stamps counterfeit-proof, a mixed typography and
embossed printing process was chosen in addition to a paper with a colored silk

thread . This double insurance effort against possible counterfeiting presented
some major printing problems .

	

In the first place, the presses to do the embossing
of the stamp were hand-operated and mechanically not too reliable . Paper was still
made by hand and therefore uneven in thickness . In addition, the quality of printing

inks varied, and the paper had to be wetted prior to printing.

Originally, the Federal Mint in Berne was supposed to do the job . It was then

discovered that the Mint neither possessed the equipment nor the know-how to produce
the new 'Strubeli' stamp . So the printing contract was awarded to the University
Press Weiss in Munich who were already printing stamps of a similar type for the
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Royal Mint in Bavaria . Bavaria was a kingdom in those days . The paper for the
stamps was contracted from the Papierfabrik Pasing, also at Munich . The color of

the silk thread was to be green for all paper used for the first four values, i .e .,

5 Rp ., 10 Rp ., 15 Rp ., and 40 Rp . The value of stamp was given in three national

languages of Switzerland, German, French and Italian . The interesting feature here

is that the Federal Post Office chose to use the term 'Rappen' as a German transla-

tion of Centimes . This occurred never again . The 'Strubeli ' thus became a

trilingual stamp.

Now, two years and nine months after the last issue of 'Rayon' stamps, the unper -

forated 'Sitting Helvetia' or 'Strubeli' made her long-awaited appearance . On

account of this delay, the last 'Rayon' stamps do not quite enjoy the rarity factor

that many collectors think they have . One can say that the 'Strubeli' was born 33
months behind schedule, and for the next eight years, it helped to generate a phila-
telic nightmare.

In October 1854, all previously issued stamps ('Rayon' stamps) were withdrawn and

considered invalid within one month . Hence, to find an envelope with a 'Rayon ' and

'Strubeli' stamp together is extremely rare, and there is no question as to where

these first 'Strubeli' stamps came from.

The demand for the ' Strubeli ' exceeded all anticipations . Weiss in Munich encoun-

tered enormous production problems . The paper factory in Pasing too met with extra-

ordinary problems . One blamed the other for the range of difficulties . Weiss com-

plained that the thickness of paper varied too much (note : paper thickness variations

at that stage of the game already!), and Pasing complained about the delivery pressures

which caused quality control problems . The inks used by Weiss were not too good

either . The brown for the 5 Rp . value proved more on the yellowish side ; so did the

green used for the 40 Rp . value . The colors were rather 'washy'.

Meanwhile, the Federal Mint in Berne got organized and began to assist in the print-

ing of stamps . Here, we have now two printers using the Pasing, Munich, paper stock.

The silk thread was still green . Weiss gained sufficient experience to guide Pasing

into supplying a more consistently thicker paper than at the beginning . Despite

this, the Mint in Berne had problems with the paper quality and had to scrap a large

amount of stamps during the printing process . This lends itself to the suspicion

that Weiss kept the thicker and better quality paper to themselves, and thus forced
Pasing to supply Berne with thinner qualities — not uncommon in business when the

original 'user ' is confronted with a competitor and forces his supplier to give him

preference in the quality of raw material . Therefore, there were already paper

thickness variations which cannot be traced reliably.

The 'Strubeli' was not a cheap stamp to produce, and the Mint in Berne began to

feel very unhappy about playing the second fiddle with regard to the paper supply
from the Papierfabrik Pasing. So they set out and contracted a Swiss paper factory,

the Papierfabrik an der Sihl, Zurich . The exact date when the Swiss paper factory

came into the act is not accurately known, but it is presumed that it happened in

early 1856 . There is no question that, due to the escalating pressures to issue
the stamps in ever-increasing quantities and to keep step with the growing number of

post offices throughout Switzerland, stocks of Munich paper became mixed up with

supplies from the Swiss paper source . (to be continued)
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Now we will go a little bit deeper into the different groupings,
mentioned before.

Group 1 : Regular issues in singles, pairs and blocks, mint and cancelled

This group does not need further explanation since the heading speaks
for itself.

Group 2 : Stamps from stamp machines

In 1911 the Swiss P .T .T. started to use stamp machines in order to ease

the congestion on the stamp-sale windows in the post offices . Due to
misalignment of the machines, many stamps are recognizable to be from

these machines . Figure I shows the top of a stamp with so-called grip-
holes . Where the machine grip entered the paper instead of in the

perforations, the stamps will have a knife-separation as shown in
Figure II . Instead of grip-holes, knife separations can be found on

top and bottom, as shown in Figure III . Single stamps, showing knife
separations on top or bottom, are from pairs purchased from the machines.
These knife separations can be found in the horizontal as well as the

vertical perforations, depending on how the machine issued the pairs.
Figure IV shows what the perforations look like at the place where two

strips of stamps were connected to make the rolls before inserting in
the machines . This "double perforation" was created by not exactly
lining-up of the stamps during the connection of the strips.

Group 3 : Stamps from worn-out plates

After long and continuous use of the plates, the smooth surface will

get rough and the paint then will be distributed unevenly on the stamp,
creating a sponge-like image on the colored surface of the stamps.

Groups 4 and 5 : Stamp booklets and stamps printed for stamp booklets

For the fabrication of stamp booklets, many different Tell stamps were
printed in sheets, sometimes combined with the Tell-boy . This resulted,
for the collector, in tête-bêche and se-tenant pairs as well as pairs
with inter-spaces.

Croup 6 : Stamps with perfins

Perforations in stamps, or "Perfins", are used for control and security
purposes by private firms . The first known perfin in Switzerland is
dated December 28, 1874 . Authorization for official use was given on

April 22, 1876 by the Swiss Post Office Department . For the many
varieties of perforations, I refer you to the album-catalogue "Perfins

of Switzerland" by Felix Ganz, Robert Hürlimann and E .J . Enschedé.

Croon_-: Stamps with off-centered perforations

The Tell stamps were printed in sheets of 100 stamps before perforation . In the process of
perforating, some sheets became off-centered in the perforating machines, resulting in stamps
with the picture out of the center, creating wide margins of unprinted paper on one or two sides

of the stamps.

Group 3 : Stamps with overprint (official stamps)

Refer to Scott, Zumstein and other catalogues for the different varieties over prints, used

by the federal departments and offices .
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Group 9: Stamps with varieties in print

The Tell-issue has a host of varieties in print, due to the printing
methods used . These varieties can be defined in the four following

groupings:

a: Colored or colorless spots, dots or lines

b: Colorless spots, dots or lines, bordered

c: Broken lines, open letters and figures

d: Ink partially smeared.

Figures V through X show a few of the many varieties, which can be

found on this issue . Some of these varieties can be found with the
naked eye, most of them, however, need the use of a magnifying glass.

Groups 10, 11, and 12 : Envelopes, postcard and newspaper wrappers

	 with imprinted stamps	

Envelopes with and without mailing windows and with and without firm
names can be found with stamps printed on the envelopes . Postcards
were printed with stamps in different denominations, some of these

cards overprinted with new denominations . Wrappers, used for mailing
newspapers and magazines, were sold with imprinted stamps . An addi-
tional Rappen was charged for the wrappers . Some wrappers have a new

denomination printed over the stamp . For additional information of
this group I refer you to "Zumstein Postal Stationary Catalogue . "

Group 13 : Stamps with color variations

By comparing larger amounts of stamps from the same issue, color
differences can easily be defined . For the variety of colors issued,
I refer to the various catalogues.

Group 14 : Cards, picture postcards and envelopes with stamps of the

	 Tell issue	

The variety of this group is unlimited and left to personal taste.

Group 15 : Wilhelm Tell and related cancellations

These cancellations can be found in the machine cancellation catalogue,

issued by the Swiss P .T .T . To name a few, No . 2 .2 .21 shows Tell ' s
crossbow with the inscription "Dieses Zeichen bürgt für Schweizerware "
(The sign is the guaranty for Swiss products) . No . 2 .2 .60 shows Tell

with his crossbow with the inscription "Und was tust DU für die Frei-
heit?" (And what do YOU do for the freedom?) . No . 4.4 .83 shows

Governor Gebler ' s hat on a stick with the inscription "TELL Freilicht-
spiele Interlaken" (TELL open-air stage play in Interlaken) . By

studying your cancellations, more can be found.

More varieties can most likely be found in the "Wilhelm Tell" issue
and I ask the help of you, the members, to inform me of items, not

mentioned above . Your help and interest will be appreciated.

Errata : First page of Part l : for Gov . Gebier, read Gov . Gessler .
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Late word has been received from the INTERNABA 74 exhibition's

organizing committee that both the unique British Guiana one-cent

magenta and the cover franked with two one-penny "Post Office"

Mauritius treasures will be displayed in the court of honor . The

former is being shown by the courtesy of Irwin Weinberg, while the

cover is being loaned by the Weill brothers .

	

It will be the first

time that both of these items, the most valuable in existence, have

been shown at a single European show.

It also was revealed that the Swiss Postal Administration will

produce a black proof impression of the souvenir sheet issued in con-

nection with INTERNABA 74 . for exclusive sale at two francs, at the

exhibition . Although this proof will have no franking value, it has

been prepared as an appropriate souvenir for visitors . While other

countries have had similar but privately-made souvenirs and the U .S.

has distributed its cards at various foreign shows, it is the first

time that the Swiss so recognized an international exhibition . Re-

ports of the news in Switzerland used "sensational" in describing the

action . The proof sheet will be available only to visitors attending

the exhibition ; they will not be sold by mail .
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